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A B S T R A C T

We report the successful separation of sperm cells from a relevant composition of mock sexual assault samples
using a novel acoustic differential extraction (ADE) technology. A multi-layer microfluidic device fabricated in a
non-photolithographic process from glass and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was capable of interfacing with
custom-built instrumentation to exploit a standing acoustic wave for the trapping of individual sperm cells in a
sample containing an abundance of epithelial cells. Samples were generated from buccal and vaginal swabs to
mimic post-coital vaginal swabs, and processed through the ADE system followed by DNA extraction of the
captured cells with amplification of DNA using a custom short tandem repeat (STR) chemistry. The prototype
acoustic trapping technology was fully capable of isolating intact sperm cells from mock samples with disparate
masses of male and female DNA. Other biological components were evaluated for adverse effects on sperm cell
trapping, including blood, yeast, and bacteria (E. coli), and these had negligible effects on observed sperm cell
trapping. Finally, we demonstrate the successful capture of sperm cells from mock samples containing a 40-fold
excess in female epithelial cells over sperm cells. The effectiveness of sperm cell purification was ascertained
with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of STR loci from the male fraction post separation with an
18-plex amplification kit, which resulted in male-only profiles.

1. Introduction

Forensic crime laboratories are responsible for processing hundreds
of thousands of biological samples each year, with roughly 75% of these
requiring DNA analysis [1]. The processing involves screening to de-
termine the DNA source, and for sexual assault samples, specifically,
this involves differential extraction (DE), a time-consuming process
with hours of hands-on work from highly trained analysts. The sheer
volume of cases and under-staffing of laboratories has led to a sub-
stantial backlog of samples totaling over 1,000,000 requests nationwide
for forensic services [2]. There have been multiple federal initiatives
aimed at reducing the DNA evidence backlog, specifically prioritizing
the rapid processing of sexual assault kit (SAK) samples [3]. What
makes SAKs particularly challenging is that, while they are most often a
single piece of physical evidence (one swab or clothing article) they
typically contain cells from multiple individuals, leading to mixed short
tandem repeat (STR) profiles which may interfere with the identifica-
tion of the sperm source profile if no cell separation can be achieved.
Conventional differential extraction (DE) methods rely on multiple

centrifugation and washing steps, which pellet sperm cells for collection
prior to extraction of male DNA, commonly with assistance from a
proteinase K digestion [4]. This method is highly effective when per-
formed by a trained analyst, but is time-consuming, variable and a
potentially contamination-prone process [5].

Alternative methods for differential extraction have been explored
with mixed success. Preferential lysis is an approach wherein female
epithelial cells are selectively lysed to release their DNA, leaving the
sperm cells intact. Subsequent lysis of the sperm cells releases the male
DNA, allowing for identification of each contributor in the mixed pro-
file [6]. A selective degradation technique opts to completely eliminate
the female DNA from the sample using DNase I [7]. This is a promising
alternative to conventional DE, but has yet to gain traction in most
forensic laboratories. As an alternative to chemical preferential lysis,
pressure cycling has also been used to selectively rupture epithelial cells
in a mixed sample, combined with an alkaline lysis to improve DNA
recovery [8]. This pressure cycling approach still requires multiple
centrifugation steps to purify the DNA and fails to generate clear male
profiles at high epithelial to sperm cell ratios, but does succeed in
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significantly reducing the handling time as compared to conventional
differential extraction [9]. In addition, efforts have been made to
achieve DNA identification without the separation of cells from each
contributor. This approach exploits probabilistic assignment of alleles
to different individuals from a single mixed STR profile, and takes ad-
vantage of single nucleotide polymorphisms that appear in rare com-
binations [10]. The approach shows promise for analyzing complex
mixtures and reducing the incidence of false positives, but is still in the
developmental stage [11]. In terms of microfluidic approaches, one
promising avenue exploits native differences in cellular properties to
sediment out epithelial cells under low flow conditions, eluting a pur-
ified sperm fraction [12]. While simple, however, the passive nature of
this process is slow, and the potential optimal efficiency has not been
determined. One system with an incredible sensitivity and specificity
for sperm cells is the DEPArray™, which relies on dielectrophoresis
cages to capture and manipulate individual sperm cells. While very
exciting for its application to trace evidence or instances of multiple
sperm donors on a single sample, DEPArray requires significantly more
time and steps than most techniques, including lengthy incubations and
cell staining/fixation steps not common to other differential extractions
[13]. Another cell capture technique uses magnetic beads coated with
antibodies to immobilize sperm, and showed the potential to outper-
form conventional DE in cases of extreme epithelial to sperm cell ratios
[14]. The biggest drawbacks of this technique include complex anti-
body preparation and handling, as well as failure to isolate sperm at
concentrations below 103 cells/mL [14]. A similar sperm cell capture
approach uses aptamers instead of antibodies, and seeks to isolate
sperm cells using SOMAmer reagents with modified DNA bases for
improved sperm cell affinity. Like the antibody approach however, this
technique struggles with samples where sperm are not abundant, but
could be amenable for robotic automation in the future [15]. Laser
capture microdissection (LCM) has been effective at separating cell
types in mixed samples, but is labor-intensive and time consuming,
routinely providing sperm fractions with only minute amounts of cells
that can lead to challenging DNA extractions [16]. Due to the visual and
manual nature of the technique, automation is not easily achieved with
LCM [17]. A simpler physical separation technique uses filtration to sift
out epithelial cells from sperm in sexual assault samples. Some draw-
backs unique to this technique include clogging of the porous mem-
brane by excess epithelial cells, as well as failure to filter out free DNA
or epithelial nuclei from damaged or lysed cells [18,19].

One of the most promising approaches for improving differential
extraction is through acoustic manipulation of cells. Pioneering work
from the Laurell and Nilsson groups have established the parameters for
particle and cell movement under a variety of acoustic conditions, and
shown this with a number of clinical biology applications in the mi-
crofluidic regime [20–22], and this provided the foundation for the first
application of acoustics to sperm cell isolation in the form of acoustic
differential extraction (ADE) [23]. ADE pairs a microfluidic device with
custom instrumentation to isolate and capture intact sperm cells from a
mixed sample. Our previous work showed the promise of this tech-
nology by successfully separating sperm cells from an excess of female
DNA [24], and recent experimentation has shown it to be practical with
highly realistic simulated samples. The microdevice employs a piezo-
electric transducer (PZT) that vibrates in a predictable manner depen-
dent on the input voltage [25]. Tuning the output frequency from the
PZT allows for the formation of a standing acoustic wave within the
microchannel, and a strong enough acoustic wave will trap and retain
particles based on their size, shape, density, and compressibility [26].
Recent engineering work in our lab has yielded a prototype ADE in-
strument, a compact device that interfaces with a microfluidic chip to
provide rapid separation of sperm cells from a mixed sexual assault
sample. We achieve this by creating an acoustic resonator, where a high
frequency vibration generates a standing acoustic wave which creates
multiple trap sites within a glass microchannel. This has been described
in detail in several reviews [27–29], and functions by generating an

acoustic radiation force which causes particles to be retained at each
intersecting node of the standing acoustic wave. Acoustic capture is
ideally suited for sperm cells due to the relatively uniform size and
morphology of sperm heads across human males [30], which allows for
the tuning of the microfluidic trapping site to cells of a precise size. By
applying high frequency vibrations (7–9MHz) and adjusting the ap-
plied frequency for the unique channel height of each chip, multiple
vertical trap zones can be created to increase the total number of sperm
cells simultaneously captured. The glass/PDMS/glass (GPG) micro-
fluidic chips are optimized for trapping using fluorescent beads, which
allow visualization of the trapping efficiency based on the size of bead
aggregate formed. While there are a plethora of new approaches to
improve differential extraction, we propose ADE as an alternative so-
lution with several potential advantages. By automating the separation
of cells, the analyst is not required to manually appraise and collect the
sperm. The speed of ADE is also a distinct advantage, providing PCR-
ready DNA in less than one hour. Additionally, there are clear pathways
to integration DNA extraction into the instrument, further reducing the
number of analyst steps required to process sexual assault samples.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Mock samples were generated in various forms, using the best in-
formation available to mimic realistic scenarios. Multiple state and
federal forensic labs around the country provided information re-
garding average sample composition, recovery rate of sperm cells, and
expected ratios of female:male cells present on a swab. The most im-
portant information gleaned from these responses was that a typical
sexual assault kit sample (1/2 of a cotton swab) will contain anywhere
from 300 sperm cells up to 17,000 sperm cells, at a female:male (F:M)
cell ratio of 10:1 up to 50:1. Based upon this information, mock samples
were formulated within the relevant forensic range for total cell number
and ratio of female:male cells. Buccal and vaginal swabs1 were provided
by anonymous donors, cells collected on Puritan PurSwab cotton swabs.
Semen was acquired via donation from an anonymous male1. Cell
counting for all donated samples was performed via hemocytometry,
using the green fluorescent nucleic acid stain SYTO-11 and a Zeiss Axio
microscope. The donated semen contained 160,000 sperm cells per
microliter in one batch, and 91,000 sperm cells per microliter in the
second collection. The semen was split into 50 μL aliquots and stored at
4 °C between uses. Vaginal swabs were obtained by the UVA hospital1

from 7 different donors, each of whom had engaged in sexual inter-
course during the previous 24 h. Sperm presence could not be guaran-
teed as condom usage was optional, and in each case, there was no
semen present on the cotton swabs. Each donor provided two vaginal
swabs, as well as two reference buccal swabs for comparison of STR
profiles. Swabs were soaked in 600 μL water and manually agitated for
60 s before collection of cells via spin-basket centrifugation.

To process the mock samples, the first step remains consistent with
conventional differential extraction. The lysis reagent prepGEM
(ZyGEM) was used to preferentially lyse epithelial cells prior to acoustic
separation, experimental conditions followed manufacturer re-
commendations. This leaves intact sperm cells in solution with epi-
thelial cellular debris and free DNA as prepGEM does not effectively lyse
sperm without the Acrosolv reagent (ZyGEM) [31]. In some cases, ac-
tivated yeast cells were spiked into mock sexual assault samples at 20%
the concentration of donor epithelial cells, with a final concentration of
9800 yeast cells/μL. Yeast cells were activated by adding 25mg dry
yeast to 500 μL water, and diluting 1000× . From a vaginal swab
containing menstrual blood, the epithelial cell count was 678 cells/μL
(including white blood cells, which were not visually distinguishable).

1 UVA Institutional Review Board HSR Protocol #12548.
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2.2. Acoustic differential extraction instrument and microchip

With the ultimate goal of providing forensic biology laboratories
with a robust, compact technology, we integrated all components for
fluidic control and electronic stimulation into a single piece of hard-
ware. The crucial electronic components for ADE included a waveform
generator (Hantek DDS-3×25), an oscilloscope (Hantek 6052BE), and
a home-built amplifier. These electronics were encased in a 6mm thick
acrylic box (Fig. 1A) and allowed for user-dictated acoustic trapping
over a range of 1–10MHz, with an amplitude up to 3.5 V. Visual
monitoring of the acoustic trapping was achieved through an integrated
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, which allowed the user to ob-
serve trapping in real-time, and generated trapping snapshots for the
user to select for optimal trapping frequency. The chip interface
manifold was 3D printed polylactic acid (PLA), which is both cost-ef-
fective and lightweight.

The microfluidic chip used for acoustic trapping was composed of
glass, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) layers, bonded together using solvent bonding, plasma oxi-
dation, and pressure sensitive adhesive. The piezoelectric transducer
was adhered to bottom glass layer using epoxy resin. The fluidic ar-
chitecture was cut from PDMS, and sandwiched between glass plates to
seal the channels. The channels were 1.0 mm in width, and approxi-
mately 283 μm in height. Due to the single-use nature of the microchips,
variations in material thickness will cause height differences between
chips. This was accounted for by direct channel height measurements
using extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometry (EFPI). Each microchip
contained reservoirs for loading the fluorescent beads (R1), the liquid
sample (R2), and washing buffer (R3), while reservoirs 4–6 were for
collecting the sperm fraction, non-sperm fraction, and waste respec-
tively after acoustic separation is complete (Fig. 1B). Reservoir 1 was
first treated with 10 μL of priming solution (5:1:1 ethanol, glycerol, and
water) in order to wet the channel and eliminate the dead volume of air.
110 μL of test bead solution (1:500 fluorescent beads and water) was
then added to reservoir 1. This test bead solution was used to identify
the unique optimal trapping frequency for each chip, which will vary
based on channel height and layer thickness. 65 μL of sample was added
to reservoir 2, and 43 μL of wash buffer was added to reservoir 3. All
fluidic control was achieved via pneumatic pumps and 3-port valves
(LabView) and directed fluid from reservoirs 1–3 to reservoirs 4–6 as
desired (Fig. 1C).

2.3. Sperm cell capture

To begin processing a sample, the piezo stepped through a range of
vibrational frequencies, while 6 μm fluorescent beads were flowed

through the trap site. This crucial step we referred to as “frequency
scanning” as the system evaluated many potential frequencies of sound
before the software identified the optimal trapping frequency as de-
scribed below. Other groups have shown that a departure from the
optimal frequency as small as 0.05MHz can result in 10-fold loss of
particles [32], so accurate frequency identification was paramount for
successful sperm capture. While trapping fluorescent particles, custom
software identified the largest bead aggregation from 8 distinct trap-
ping frequencies, and tagged the optimal frequency based on aggregate
size (Fig. 2A). That frequency was chosen for sample trapping
throughout the rest of the run. Next, the piezo was activated at the
optimal frequency, and the sample was flowed through the trapping site
at a rate of 45 μL/minute. Sperm cells were trapped by the standing
acoustic wave, while free DNA and cellular debris were washed
downstream to the non-sperm chamber (reservoir 5) (Fig. 2B). Our
previous studies [24] have shown that when the sample contains con-
centration of beads and sperm cells exceeding 100 particles per mi-
croliter, over 80% of the input cells are retained in the trap site. For this
reason, all samples also contained 6 μm diameter beads to ensure this
minimum concentration was reached, regardless of sperm cell content.
While still trapped the sperm pellet was washed to remove any re-
maining debris. Finally, the piezo was deactivated, and the pellet eluted
to reservoir 4, referred to as the sperm fraction. The washing and elu-
tion solutions were water, but can be substituted with a surfactant so-
lution to mitigate osmotic shock if the sample must be stored prior to
DNA extraction. In total the system operation required 7min per
sample. At the conclusion of the run, the sperm pellet was eluted in a
final volume of 30 μL.

2.4. Chemical post-processing of mock samples

After acoustic capture of the sperm cells a small amount of non-
sperm DNA may remain in the sperm fraction, so each 30 μL sample was
treated with DNase 1 enzyme (ZyGEM NZ Ltd, 1 Unit per μL) and DNase
buffer (ZyGEM NZ Ltd) and incubated at 37 °C for 5min, followed by
75 °C for 5min. Sperm cells were lysed using Acrosolv, prepGem, and
Red+ buffer (ZyGEM NZ Ltd) by incubating at 52 °C for 5min, 75 °C
for 3min, and 95 °C for 3min as per manufacturer instructions.
Promega reagents were used for all PCR amplification. For our purposes
a simple 5 or 6-plex STR panel was sufficient for determining successful
isolation of sperm cells from the female epithelial cells. Therefore we
primarily used the smaller amplification panel during R&D work, but
also included a PowerPlex 18D amplified sample. The custom 5 and 6
STR loci reagent sets as well as the PowerPlex 18D kit each used 30
amplification cycles, and based on our calibrations the custom PCR
multiplexes displayed a linear dynamic range of 0.1–2.5 ng DNA

Fig. 1. Microfluidic chip and ADE instru-
ment. (A) SolidWorks rendering of instrument,
and 3D printed ADE manifold. Chip is mounted
beneath rubber o-rings, which provide con-
nection to syringe pumps and valving. The
hinged manifold applies uniform pressure
through repellent magnets to ensure piezo
connectivity, and captures live trapping images
through a Raspberry Pi camera. (B) ADE chip
before and after fluid manipulation using
pneumatic pumps and flow-switching valves.
(C) Graphical User Interface (GUI) and flow-
switching steps associated with acoustic dif-
ferential extraction. Once the user initializes
pumps and begins the run, software auto-
matically activates pumps and valves to move
fluid from reservoirs 1, 2, and 3 through the
trap site to the collection reservoirs, capturing
sperm cells and eluting them to R4.
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(R2= 0.9839). For all ‘pre-trapping’ profiles presented, completely
unseparated samples underwent DNA extraction with prepGEM and
Acrosolv as described above, prior to DNA amplification. DNA separa-
tion was performed with a 16-capillary ABI 3130xL, each sample pre-
pared with 1 μL amplified product. The limit of detection for the de-
scribed amplification in conjunction with the ABI 3130xL was 13
relative fluorescence units.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Redesign of the ADE microfluidic chip

The current iteration of this technology represents a significant
departure from our previously reported ADE microfluidic chip, both in
terms of functional design and fabrication techniques. Fig. S1 provides
a visual comparison of the two. The early design failed to incorporate
sample reservoirs, with the sample and buffer introduced directly via
rubber silicone tubing. Direct injection of sample required adhesives to
fluidically connect to the chip, which was alleviated in the current
design with O-ring connections and pneumatic pumps to mobilize fluid
in the chip. In addition, the earlier setup had the piezoelectric trans-
ducer as part of the platform – while this reduced per sample cost, it
required a mineral oil layer for contact between the chip bottom and
the PZT for acoustic energy transfer. The new approach circumvented
this by bonding a single-use, cost-effective piezo directly to each mi-
crochip during fabrication, with the piezo contacting the platform
hardware through electronic pogo pins for electrical connection. The
updated fabrication process no longer required HF etching of glass, but
rather used PDMS sandwiched between glass for all fluidic channels,
with laser-cut ports and reservoirs. This simplified fabrication and
streamlined functionality means that each single-use chip could be
produced rapidly, and tested without any contact of the sample with the
instrument itself.

3.2. Semen-spiked buccal swab samples

Buccal swabs from female donors and anonymously donated semen
were used to generate liquid mock samples containing 10,000 total
sperm cells to yield a 1:1 F:M cell ratio. Consistent with standard dif-
ferential extraction protocols [33], the epithelial cells were lysed prior
to acoustic trapping. When 90 μL of the mixed sample was loaded into
the ADE microchip and exposed to acoustic trapping, the sperm cells
were acoustically trapped and the DNA from these cells was extracted

off-chip. Alleles which were unique to the male and female donors
served as references for measuring successful cell separation (Fig. 3A-
B). The mixed STR profile given in Fig. 3C was obtained before acoustic
separation, and clearly showed unique male and female alleles, i.e., at
the D12S391 locus the 18 and 19 peaks matched those seen in the fe-
male reference swab, while the 20 and 21 peaks could be attributed to
the anonymous sperm donor. Conversely, the post-trapping STR profile
(Fig. 3D) showed an STR peak profile consistent with the presence of
male DNA only, which was indicated by the balance of X and Y alleles at
the Amelogenin locus, and the complete agreement of all other alleles
with the reference male STR profile. These results suggested efficient
physical separation of intact sperm cells from the mock sample, with no
residual female DNA co-amplified with the extracted sperm cell DNA.
Hence, with these sample conditions and buffers, the ADE system ap-
peared to have successfully isolated an adequate number of sperm cells
to generate a complete male profile with peak height RFU (relative
fluorescence units) exceeding 1000.

3.3. Semen-spiked vaginal swab samples

Fig. 4 shows electropherograms from two vaginal swab mock sam-
ples (panels A–C and D-F) that underwent acoustic trapping. Both of
these samples contained significantly more female epithelial cells than
sperm cells, and were formulated as such in accordance with sugges-
tions from the consulted forensic laboratories (20:1 F:M cell ratio for
sample 012, 10:1 F:M cell ratio for sample 017). This change is easily
noted by observing the stark contrast in peak height associated with
both the male and female alleles in the pre-trapping STR profiles, where
the peak heights of the female alleles were up to 20X higher than the
male alleles. In Fig. 4B and 4E the unshared male specific alleles are
observed, but at a peak height of less than 20% relative to the female
peaks. This is indicative of the presence of an overwhelming mass of
female DNA prior to acoustic separation. However, in both cases a clean
male profile (no female peaks present) was observed when the post-
trapping sample was extracted and amplified, indicating highly specific
retention of sperm cells in the acoustic trapping site and, at this F:M cell
ratio, efficient separation of the male and female fractions. Pre- and
post-separation STR profiles from the other vaginal swab donors are
given in supplemental info Figs. S2 and S3.

Two 40:1 (F:M cell ratio) samples were prepared that contained 500
and 1000 total sperm cells, respectively. Anticipated challenges of these
samples were two-fold: having acoustic trapping comprehensively re-
move an abundance of female DNA and cellular debris from the sperm

Fig. 2. Acoustic trapping of beads for frequency
scanning. (A) A top-down view of the trap site shows
the same chip trapping fluorescent beads at three dif-
ferent applied frequencies. A clear difference in bead
aggregate size is observed across this small range. The
larger aggregated seen at 7.26 MHz corresponds to a
higher number of trapped particles. (B)When a sample
of different size particles (i.e. sperm cells and other
debris) is flowed through a standing acoustic wave, the
largest particles experience the strongest acoustic ra-
diation force, and are held in place at each low-pres-
sure node.
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cells, and isolating an adequate number of sperm cells to generate a full
STR profile. Fig. 5 shows the pre-trapping STR profile, and the post-
trapping sperm fraction STR profile. The pre-trapping profile was
dominated by peaks associated with female alleles, essentially matching
the reference profile of that anonymous donor. This was not unexpected
given the 40-fold excess female epithelial cells compared to sperm cells,
which caused the amplified male DNA products to be overwhelmed in
the initial PCR by the more highly concentrated female DNA. However,
the post-trapping STR profile obtained from the sperm fraction yielded
from ADE showed all peaks associated with the male alleles, with RFU

well above our stochastic threshold of 100 RFU2 . This indicated that,
even when testing samples with F:M cell ratios as high as 40:1, suffi-
cient sperm cell capture was possible using acoustic trapping, with
complete removal of free female DNA and cellular debris. It also
showed that in samples as dilute as 500 total sperm in 70 μL, acoustic
differential extraction captured enough sperm to generate a full STR
profile. It is worthy of note that data in Fig. 5 represents a custom 5-plex

Fig. 4. Separation of low-ratio vaginal swab samples: (A) Reference STR profile of female donor 012. (B) STR profile of pre-trapping mock sample shows female
peaks with minimal male contribution, indicating sperm cell concentration is too low to generate a full profile before separation. (C) STR profile of post-trapping
sperm fraction shows only male peaks, and exactly matches the reference male profile obtained from the sperm donor. (D) Reference STR profile of female donor 017.
(E) STR profile of pre-trapping mock sample shows both female and male peaks, with female contributions at much higher RFU. (F) STR profile of post-trapping
sperm fraction is entirely male, indicating successful separation.

Fig. 3. STR profiles of mock samples with 1:1 female:male cell ratio. (A) The female reference STR profile obtained from a buccal swab of the female epithelial
cell donor. (B) The male reference STR profile, obtained from a semen sample of the male sperm cell donor. (C) The STR profile from a pre-trapping mock sample
containing 1:1 ratio of female:male cells. Peaks representing female alleles are labelled ♀ while male peaks are labelled ♂. The extraneous peak appearing after the
Amelogenin locus is a result of spectral pullup from the green dye, and not representative of either cell donor. (D) STR profile of the post-trapping sperm fraction.
This profile is entirely male, indicating complete separation of sperm cells from female cells and DNA.

2 This threshold set for in-house development, based on literature from
Applied Biosystems and previous experience with the ABI 3130xl.
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chemistry for STR PCR amplification, rather than the previously de-
scribed 6-plex. It was found that removal of the D18S51 primer set
yielded significantly improved amplification of DNA fragments, and at
this stage of research and development, high-quality reproducible PCR
was deemed more important than breadth of loci identified.

3.4. Effect of other cell types on acoustic trapping of samples

It is a reasonable expectation that some SAK swabs will contain
exogenous material, hence, it was essential to evaluate their potential
adverse effects on acoustic trapping. While hair, saliva, and bacterial
cells are all possible sample components, we focused on blood and yeast
cells as we foresaw the greatest potential negative impact on acoustic
trapping from these particles. A common range for the presence of
foreign cells is 20% the concentration of the host epithelial cells [34],
and when this involves yeast, the most common cause is bacterial va-
ginosis. The core concern with yeast-containing samples was that they
potentially add an abundance of micron-scale particles that could
compete with sperm cells in the acoustic trapping region, and poten-
tially overwhelm the trap zone; this could result in the inefficient
trapping of sperm cells. The primary concern of having samples con-
taining blood is that co-trapping of blood cells with the sperm could
occur, due to the increase in acoustic radiation force acting on the
larger blood cells. Another concern was that the abundance white blood
cells would significantly increase the amount of female DNA present
and make it more difficult to generate clean male STR profiles post-
acoustic trapping.

Samples with blood were formulated at a 1:1 ratio of female epi-
thelial cells to sperm cells, with an unknown initial amount of blood
present on the swab. Fig. 6 shows the STR profile prior to separation, as
well as the sperm fraction profile after ADE. The post-trapping profile
matched the reference profile of the male donor, indicating that the

presence of blood in a sample (at this level) did not inhibit sperm cell
trapping. This confirmatory test result is not surprising, as any addi-
tional blood cells or debris present on the swab would be susceptible to
the same initial lysis performed to break open all other epithelial cells.
As a result, the only intact cells remaining should be sperm cells, and
thus trapping should not be affected. The resulting STR profiles confirm
that indeed acoustic separation of intact sperm was achievable in mock
samples containing blood.

Samples containing activated yeast were formulated with 5000
epithelial cells, 5000 sperm cells, and between 1000 and 3000 yeast
cells (20–60% epithelial cell concentration). The concern with these
samples was that intact yeast cells would clog the acoustic trap site,
preventing effective trapping of sperm cells. However, the resulting STR
profiles shown in Fig. 7 displayed a complete male profile obtained
after acoustic separation, with no presence of female allele peaks. There
was no apparent inhibition of sperm cell trapping due to the presence of
yeast at biologically relevant concentrations. The yeast cells (3–4 μm)
experienced a smaller acoustic radiation force than the sperm cells
(6 μm), and thus the sperm cells were trapped preferentially. Experi-
ments were also carried out to test the effect of live E. coli cells present
on mock sexual assault samples (Fig. S-4).

3.5. Trapping effectiveness demonstrated with the CODIS STR loci

The 5-plex chemistry used to this point was a cost-effective way to
evaluate sperm cell trapping with non-ideal samples due to low cost and
robustness of the assay. To demonstrate the quality of DNA profile that
can be achieved post-trapping we used PowerPlex 18D for amplification
of the pre and post-trapping samples. Specifically, we sought to ensure
that there was no amplification inhibition from the combination of acoustic
trapping and downstream extraction, and that there was no preference in the
amplification of shorter versus longer STR fragments. Fig. 8 shows the

Fig. 5. Separation of sample with 40:1 ratio of vaginal epithelial cells:sperm cells. (A).
The STR profile from a 40:1 mock sample shows only female peaks. (B) The STR profile from the sperm fraction post-trapping separation is a complete male profile,
with strong peak heights and no female contribution.

Fig. 6. Separation of mock sample, 1:1 ratio of vaginal epithelial cells:sperm cells containing blood. (A) The STR profile from a 1:1 mock sample with blood
shows both male (♂) and female (♀) peaks, with a higher female contribution. (B) The STR profile from the sperm fraction shows a complete male profile with
strong peak heights.
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resulting profiles with the trapping of sperm cells from a 20:1 (F:M
ratio) sample. The pre-trapping sample generated a profile that, as
expected, is dominated by female alleles – no STR amplified products
from the sperm cells were observed. Panels B and C of this figure re-
sulted from the post-trapping processing of the sperm and non-sperm
fractions (solution recovered from reservoirs 4 and 5, respectively) and
show that the sperm fraction matched the reference profile from the
male donor. This indicates that the mock sample was so dominantly
female that initial amplification generated a low mass of male STRs, but
following acoustic separation, the sperm cell isolation and concentra-
tion was effective enough to produce a clean male profile, exceeding
100 RFU at all core loci with no contributing female alleles. In addition,
while there was observation of a small ski slope effect at larger loci,
there appears to be little significant impact to amplification quality
when performed with a PowerPlex 18D kit.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated the potential utility of a prototype acoustic
differential extraction system for the isolation of sperm cells from a

wider range of simulated samples than demonstrated in earlier studies
[24]. Mixtures of 1:1 up to 40:1 F:M ratio were successfully separated
into sperm and non-sperm fractions, with full STR profiles obtained for
both the female and male cell donors for each sample. The total
workflow shown in Fig. S-5 reduced the processing time to achieve
PCR-ready DNA to less than 1 h, a significant improvement over most
current laboratory protocols. In addition, multiple biological compo-
nents were investigated for their potential effect on trapping efficiency.
It was found that neither blood nor yeast cells will interfere with
trapping of sperm from low ratio samples. Our future goals are to
multiplex this system to incorporate multiple parallel sample processing
domains, which will significantly increase throughput. We have also
established relationships with two state criminal forensic labs in the
U.S. who will be conducting an external evaluation of the ADE system
by attempting to capture sperm cells from actual sexual assault samples.
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Fig. 7. Separation of mock sample, 1:1 ratio of vaginal epithelial cells:sperm cells containing yeast. (A) The STR profile from a 1:1 mock sample with yeast
shows both male and female peaks, with a dominant female contribution. The peak called at D12S391-17 is a minus-A peak from the 18 fragment. (B) The STR profile
from the sperm fraction shows a complete male profile with strong peak heights.

Fig. 8. ADE processing of a 20:1 (F:M cell) swab sample. PCR and electrophoretic analysis of the male and female fractions following acoustic differential
extraction. PCR was carried out with the 18-plex PP18D STR kit. (A) The pre-trapping STR profile shows only female alleles, as sperm cells were not present at a high
enough concentration to contribute visible peaks. (B) The STR profile of the sperm fraction shows only male alleles, all with acceptable peak heights and no
extraneous peaks, and the non-sperm fraction (C) shows only female alleles. This indicates successful isolation of sperm cells, and subsequent extraction and
amplification of male DNA.
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